M. Wilkinson believed the clinic was successful. The clinic worked in part because it was a refreshingly change from the format of the rest of the week. Each of the tables had time to focus on their particular topic and the small groups meant participants were up close with the presenter and also had no place to hide.

Because the tables weren't based on one-way presentations, there was also a lot of opportunity for dialogue. This meant each session with a new group was different from the ones that went before.

For the NPT residuals/SGF website topic, Matt found the clinic a very useful opportunity in terms of presenting the SGF website and explaining how best to use the residual plots that are now available there. When initially available, Matt was not sure how informative and straightforward they would be for station feedback. After the clinic he received the impression that stations were pleased to see this feedback on their recent data and would use these plots along with other feedback sources now available.